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Hobot 4-in-1 Robot Vacuum Cleaner and Mop. The LEGEE 7 is the latest, top of the range Robotic Vacuum & Mop from Hobot. Includes
Android and iPhone apps. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Normal price: R 9999

Price: R 9699

Ask a question 

ManufacturerHobot 

Description 

The brand new LEGEE 7 Robot Vacuum Cleaner and Mop 4-in-1 from Hobot offers an ingenious combination of two robotic cleaning appliances
with the added advantage of being Wifi App Controlled supporting dynamic control, scheduler and real time map with Map Memory, Room
Divider and Virtual Barrier.

App Control for both Android and Apple
Wins Silver in 2021 A’ Design Awards
Scrubs hard floors up to 900 times/ minute
Voice Control with Google and Siri
7 Specialised Cleaning Modes to achieve the best cleaning results
Intelligent Space- memorise up to 5 maps
Room Specific Talent Clean Set Up
Virtual Barrier and Box
Cleaning Scheduling
Smart Recharge and Resume

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE

HOBOT LEGEE App

HOBOT LEGEE App not only supports dynamic control, scheduler and real time map with Map Memory, Room Divider and Virtual Barrier, but
also brings ?oor cleaning robot to a new era by introducing its signature feature: “Talent Clean”- there are 7 specialized cleaning modes and 1
customized mode for you to serve any special needs.

Talent Clean-Tailor Made Smart

There are 7 specialized cleaning modes and 1 customized mode for you to serve any special needs. To achieve the best cleaning result, you
can assign di?erent Talent clean mode in accordance with the room condition.

Standard Mode- is the perfect fit for any generic use.
Stain Mode- can clean the common spill, splash and stains.
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Polish Mode- brings back the bright and shine.
Dry Mode- when cleaning hardwood floor.
Strong Mode- is ideal for deep cleaning.
ECO Mode- helps to save energy and works quietly.
Pet Mode- cleans hair and pawprints efficiently.
Customized- Feel free to adjust the parameters to suit your special need.

Map Memory

LEGEE can memorize up to 5 maps, the map data is stored in LEGEE’s embedded memory. You can use di?erent maps when LEGEE is on
di?erent ?oor or in another house.

Room Specific Talent Clean

After cleaning, LEGEE App will de?ne the rooms automatically, you can use merge or split to adjust the rooms. To achieve best cleaning result,
you can assign di?erent Talent Clean modes to meet varies of cleaning needs of rooms.

Virtual Barrier and Virtualbox

Move your ?nger tips, not the furniture! De?ne and control the restricted zones on the map to keep LEGEE away from delicate items when
cleaning!

High Accuracy Real Time Map

Schedule Queue is a weekly based scheduler that allows pre-scheduling your cleaning plan once a day, there are several Talent Clean modes
to choose from.

Voice Prompt

LEGEE voice prompt updates its progress or status so you are always in control. If needed, you can set a Do Not Disturb period to omit the
LEGEE’s activities.

Creative Voice

Play with creativity and personalize your LEGEE by replacing the default voice prompt with the voice and expression you like. LEGEE will blend
in your life in no time!

Cleaning Diary

Cleaning Diary allows you to track and share the information from the past 10 cleaning tasks, including finished map, cleaned area, cleaning
duration and if the task was completed.

Schedule Queue

Schedule Queue includes a weekly based scheduler that allows pre-scheduling your cleaning plan once a day, and a one-time scheduler for a
non repetitive task.

LEGEE SLAM Navigation

LEGEE SLAM is the abbreviation of the unique navigation system that integrates LDS Lidar, Encoder, Gyro, E-compass and Position Estimation
together to detect and measure the surroundings.

High Accuracy LDS Sensor

The advanced LDS Sensor spins in 7 rounds per second to collect the high accuracy and immediate terrain information for LEGEE to optimise
the cleaning process. A sampling rate of 3000 times/second.

Smart Recharge & Resume

When the battery is low, LEGEE will go straight back to the charging station automatically to recharge, then estimate the required charging time
for the remaining work area to resume the task as soon as possible.

FastBrush 4 in 1 Cleaning

4x Cliff Sensors
4x AI Smart Spray
2700 Pa Vacuum
1800g mopping force
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Fluid Mechanics Suction Head- 2700Pa Vacuum

The powerful 2700Pa vacuum through the carved deflector collects not only large objects in corn kernel size but also fine ash like flour, nothing
escapes!

Mopping Force- 1800g

LEGEE-7 press down with 1800g force against the floor to imitate the human behavior to remove the stubborn dust and stain.

Filtered Fresh Air

The washable screen filter and High-efficiency filter make sure nothing escapes but the clean and fresh air!

Suitable on Different Hard Floorings

Tile
Wooden
Laminate
Marble
Glass
Epoxy

Mind the Gap Forwards and Backwards

LEGEE-7 is protected by its 4 cliff sensors – 2 at front and 2 at the back to help it move and turn in the narrow space.

Maintenance

App Reminder of when to empty the dustbin, fill the water tank or anything else that might be affecting it's performance.

Reviews

Write a review for this product & receive a free discount coupon as well as access to exclusive member content. Please register or login to write
your review. 
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